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"Those bad hair times may possess finally met their match!.. And you will find loads of cool
photos..... Useful tidbits tell how to keep hair healthful..how to create from funky smooth twists
to tousled updos to vintage french braids.."--Detroit Information. The instructions are simple
and complete. The variety of hair cuts and designs is mega..a wonderful fashion tool. Try the
styles at home or consider the reserve to the salon and allow stylist do all the function.explains
what hairstyles fit different face forms.
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Great hairstyle reference for illustratioln students I loved this publication as a reference for
drawing locks for my fashion illustration students. If, however, this appears like your style ideal
and you want a book to try your stylist, understand this one. It is a book that gives you ideas on
methods to cut your locks or restyle it at the space that it currently is. If your looking for brief
cuts then this publication is for you but it didn't even have my hairstyle in it. The editorial
review does lead people to believe that this book clarifies things. great book. Nevertheless. It
was originally published in German under the rather wordy title "388 Frisurne fur jede Lange, fur
jeden Typ, for jede Gelengenheit" (388 Hairstyles FOR EACH Length, FOR EACH AND EVERY Type
and FOR EACH AND EVERY Occasion)--and the youthful models are exclusively of Northern
European lineage.she has used the publication several times . DISAPPOINTED Happy We didn't
pay much for this book. Four Stars Clients will love seeing the types of styles from a certain cut
they may choose. I have medium to long locks and the cuts that they had seemed out of date and
there wasn't lots of hairstyles for my size. It really doesn't clarify anything. This book also
features advice on caring for your hair and what to do if you have complications like oily hair or
split ends. This publication includes hairstyles for short, medium, and long hair, and offers
hairstlyes for all sorts of hair. The reserve was very cheap, like 1 cent or something, so it's worth
it.. We would all want to have hair styles like these ladies.. If you work with this book for that
purpose then its an excellent book. Honestly, these are the entire directions (and typical in their
brevity) for a pleasant hairstyle a la Julianna Margulies. There are brief chapters that fill in some
of this information, but this book would be most useful either to take with you to your stylist, or
even to simply inspire you to play with your personal hair. my partner always wanted this
reserve she adores it. There is no model over 40. I doubt now there are any over 20!, therefore
don't expect help for mature styles. There are non-e of Asian, African, Middle Eastern, or also
Southern European descent, therefore no information on ethnic styling.. This book offers a
number of hairstyles in various hair lengths...the only thing is that a lot of stylists already have
their own books like this. VERY GOOD Book! But we're definitely not likely to obtain it following
guidelines like: "Roll the hair through to curlers but do not comb out; Nice Book This book is very
good, but it's not one of those books that have hairstyles like braids and buns. The book begins
with some basic haircuts for all lengths of hair, then it goes on to provide many hairstyles which
can be acheived with one of the basic cuts. Older styles I actually am a hairstylist and these
styles are sort of outdated, but that occurs with time. Extremely disappointed in this purchase.
My only complaint is that the book lacks instruction. There is some instruction, but not much.
However, this is a great book, and fantastic for anybody who wants to take action new with their
hair. This is a Picture Book, however they are good pictures I can understand that people will be
upset that this book doesn't have guidelines for the styles. Well done! I'm placing this in with my
books to donate pile. On the other hand most periodicals don't explain designs either. This
reserve is intended for choosing a style. after that fasten the locks with aspect combs or clips"
unless we realize quite a bit already in what curler size to use, and how and where to fasten
those locks. This might be a great reserve for salons to possess in their lobby.. I generally
enjoyed this reserve, and I really do think that it really is a good reference for folks looking to
change just how their locks is styled. l just love this publication. And the styles chosen are
uniformly feminine, classic and conservative--no punk shavings no thought of superglue as a
styling accessory. nicht sehr gute--not leading edge fashion, for sure As others have said, there
are not a whole lot of directions in this publication. Note to Possibly Dissatisfied Customers: This
publication is NOT a book that tells you how exactly to braid your hair or place it up. The
photography is great. If you are looking to find ways of putting your locks up, I would



recommend "Hair" by Anne Akers Johnson rather than this book.
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